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     Our last month’s meeting featured, Part One of a two part presentation of the 

building of Charles & Glenna’s new LSA, “Lighting” aircraft, so when you start your 

thought process on building your own homebuilt aircraft, you may never gave a 

thought to what this may entail, this may help you, or scare you when the 

building starts, here is the plain facts and truth about what you are getting into! 

      Thankfully the Wagner’s have enough pictures to make sure you see 

everything that will needed from start to the finished aircraft, well almost 

anyway, except for the finishing touches, such as, paint, strips, FAA inspections, 

small redo’s and assorted odds & ends!     Here is your invitation to the second 

part of the story of how the Wagner’s, Lighting was finished with the major 

airframe and engine work.     With all the FAA paperwork cleared, it was then time 

to bring their new bird home to Pahrump and make some final touches, plus 

flying off the required hours and bringing the plane up to the point of flying 

anywhere, at any time the sprit moved Charles & Glenna. 

        Join us with this presentation and you will understand that building is just a 

process of getting your ducks in a row and working from there, good luck. 



Winter Vacation; 

     On my winter vacation to South Carolina and Southern Florida these last two 

months, I have been in contact with a few other EAA local chapters in this area; I 

have been visiting and have enjoyed talking with some Presidents and officers of 

these chapters.     It seems that there is a consensus among chapter leaders that 

more rules and restrictions are being put upon the flying communities which in 

turn is placing hardships on first time builders.    I have met a father who wanted 

to start with a small two place aircraft that he would be able to build with his 

teenage son.    He had been planning to start this summer and work out of the 

families three car garage, he did not say if they picked out the aircraft that they 

wanted to build, but he said because of the added restrictions as to navigation 

equipment plus ELT and etc. they might just need to wait a little longer. 

      These are issues that frequently come up when speaking with newer members 

or family members who would enjoy doing aircraft building with their son or 

daughter.     Maybe, this year our U.S. economy may get back on the right track 

and membership will rise once again, that is why the EAA Young Eagles Program is 

so very important to EAA National and our local EAA Chapter. 

       Even though October is quite a few months away, our chapter is working all 

year long with our EAA partners in this endeavor to be ready when October 

arrives, EAA Chapter 1300, local media are there to spread the word for the 

upcoming event, TV, newspapers and just good old fashion work helps our cause! 

       We have worked together for many years with others in the 1300 EAA 

Chapter, plus all the dedicated pilots, ground crews that help us every year that 

we present the Y.E. have befitted from their very hard work in making all the YE 

Rallies they attend, a wonderful experience for the whole family!  

       Now let’s go back to the first part of the story; how to get families who are 

living on a tight budget to the point where they can buy a set of plans, gather the 

tools needed for building, and have a working area along with the time,……….have 

the answer yet, still thinking?      This is why EAA National Headquarters has been 

working and talking with the, (AMA), The Academy of Model Aeronautics, building 



bridges between model and full size aircraft.     For some families this is the first 

steps to be introduced into the world of Aviation, building model aircraft with 

other family members then moving up to your goal of building a homebuilt 

aircraft that you and your family can share in and be proud of. 

     At the last EAA meeting I read that someone said the model builders were 

going to cause a problem with the FAA flying their R/C models at the Y.E. Rally, I 

stood at the EAA November meeting and stated, just like all of the times before in 

these many years,……..THAT THESE MODEL AIRCRAFT WERE TO BE ON STATIC 

DISPLAY FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THE ACADEMY OF MODEL AERONAUTICS, 

and the local charter AMA club, (PVMA), PLEASE CHECK YOUR FACTS! 

      Also understand that I am only the newsletter editor, and I do not set policy 

for your EAA Chapter, any changes that will take place are up to our chapter 

president to ask for a vote by the whole membership at the next meeting, not a 

newsletter editor. 

 

       Our next Open House will be in the month of April, and that event will be our 

chapter’s yearly breakfast, so in the month of March at our chapter’s meeting 

Glenna will present times, location, and what items we will need help with. 

 

        As our members and friends head into 2013, here is wishing for heath, love, 

understanding and may our nation stay on course to a better life for all citizens’.  
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